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“Guest LECTURE ON ‘Constructivism in Education’
Aiming to provide an intense of “CONSTRUCTIVISM IN EDUCATION”, a special guest lecture was
organized on 06th October 2018 at AIE by Mr. Rajesh Makol, Assistant Professor, DIRD College,
Nangli Poona, Delhi. He is a post graduate in the field of Economics and Education. He has been
teaching since 1993 and authored numerous books and presented various papers in national and
international seminars. His endeavors are directed towards simplifying the complex concepts for the
knowledge enrichment for present and future teachers.
One of the best philosophy of Mr. Makol is that teacher should always think from the student’s point of
view. He also said " Knowledge is a thing that we learn from the surrounding in addition to what’s
written in books & Google". He was in the favor of democratic selection of the subject by the students
for their welfare. According to him the main job of a teacher is not only just teaching but also act as
guide, philosopher and friend. He enlightened students about the changing role of teacher and its
emotions.
Mr. Makol quoted that the teaching is the value system and it can’t be developed as it is a trait in
itself. He was not under the influence that the student come to school with a blank slate on which
teacher can impose anything. He encouraged the students to allow them to explore their self,
motivate the thoughts and views of the students. Mr. Makol constantly emphasized on the
significance of Constructivism and Creativity and thereby, encouraged the participants to create their
own learning material with the best utilization of ICT.
The lecture was very illuminating and we are thankful to Mr. Rajesh Makol for accepting our invitation
and provide insight on the topic.

Glimpses of the Guest Lecture by Dr. Rajesh Makol.

